
ATOMS & RADIOACTIVITY 
The Atom 
Atoms are made up of electrons, protons and neutrons.


An atom is electrically neutral because the number of positive charges carried by 
the protons in its nucleus is balanced by the number of negative charges on the 
electrons in the electron ‘shell’ around the nucleus.


 

 

Isotopes  
Isotopes: Atoms of an element with the same atomic number but different mass 
number (i.e. same no. of protons but different no. of neutrons).

- Isotopes of an element have different physical properties from other isotopes of 

the same element. The differences are the mass and the stability of the nucleus. 
Protons are held in the nucleus by the nuclear force which is very strong and 
acts over a very small distance. It is strong enough to hold the nucleus together 
against the electric force repelling the protons away from each other (the like 
charges). The presence of neutrons in the nucleus affects the balance between 
these forces. Too many/ too few neutrons will make the nucleus unstable which 
will eventually decay. When the nucleus of an atom decays it gives out energy 
and may also give out alpha or beta particles.


Ionising Radiation 
When unstable nuclei decay they give out ionising radiation which causes atoms to 
gain or lose electric charge, forming ions. Unstable nuclei decay at random which 

Atomic particle Relative mass of 
particle

Relative charge of 
particle

electron 1 -1

proton 2000 1

neuton 2000 0 (neutral/uncharged)

Protons and neutrons are also 
called nucleons because they are 
found in the nucleus of the atom. 
The electrons orbit the nucleus.

for element

/nucleon number

/proton number

Mass number: no. of neutrons + no. of protons

Atomic number: no. of protons

No. of neutrons: mass number — atomic number

In a neutral atom: number of protons = number of 
electrons




means that it’s not possible to predict which unstable nucleus in a piece of 
radioactive material will decay or when will decay at any particular time. When a 
neutral atom (or molecule) is hit by ionising radiation it loses an electron and 
becomes a positively charged ion.


* 3 types of ionising radiation: alpha , beta  & gamma  radiation *

 
Alpha Radiation 



Beta Radiation 
- Beta minus particles ) are very fast-moving electrons that are ejected by a 

decaying nucleus. The stability of a nucleus depends on the proportion of 
protons and neutrons it contains. The result of radioactive decay is to change 
the balance of protons and neutrons in the nucleus to make it more stable. Beta 
minus decay involves a neutron in the nucleus splitting into a proton and an 
electron (an antineutrino is also emitted). The proton remains in the nucleus and 
the electron is ejected at high speed as a beta minus particle. 


- Beta particles are very light (relative charge of a:  is -1 and  is +1).

- Beta particles interact with matter in their paths less frequently than alpha 

particles because they are smaller and carry less charge — this means that beta 
particles have a greater range than alpha particles.


Gamma Radiation 
Gamma rays are electromagnetic waves with very short wavelengths. As they are 
waves, they have no mass and no charge. They are weakly ionising and interact 
only occasionally with atoms in their paths.


Neutron Radiation 
Neutrons are emitted by radioactive materials. The symbol used for a neutron in 
radioactive decay equation is:


If a neutron is emitted/absorbed by a nucleus its mass number goes down/goes 
up by 1 but the atomic number is unchanged.
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Alpha radiation consists of fast-moving particles that are thrown out of 
unstable nuclei when they decay.

Alpha particles: 

• are helium nuclei — helium atoms without their orbiting electrons

• have relatively large mass- made up of 4 nucleons so have a mass number 

of 4

• have a relative charge of +2 because of the two protons that they carry

• have a short, limited range because they interact with atoms along their 

paths, causing ions to form — this means that they rapidly give up the 
energy that they had when they were ejected from the unstable nucleus. 
The range of ionising radiation is the distance it can travel through matter.

2+

anti-electron (positron)

As neutrons aren’t electrically charged they don’t 
directly cause ionisation. They are absorbed by 
nuclei of other atoms and can cause them to 
become radioactive. The radioactive nuclei 
formed in this way will then decay emitting 
ionising radiation.



An atom that has lost/gained electrons which have an overall charge is called an 
ion. The 3 types of radiation emission can all form ions. As ionising radiation 
passes through matter, its energy is absorbed. This means that radiation can only 
penetrate matter up to a certain thickness. This depends on the type of radiation 
and the density of the material that it’s passing through. 


* More energetic particles will have a greater range than those with lower energy.


PRACTICAL: Investigate the penetrating powers of different kinds of radiation 
1) Measure the background radiation count by connecting a Geiger-Müller (GM) 

tube to a counter. GM tube is a detector of radiation. 

2) Write down the number of counts after 5 mins. Repeat this and find the 

average background radiation count.

3) Take a source of alpha/beta/gamma radiation (using tongs, away from the 

body) and set it up at measured distance (between 2-4 cm) from the GM tube.

4) Measure the counts detected in a 5 mins period.

5) Repeat the count by placing a sheet of thick paper, thin aluminium and lead 

between the source and the detector.

6) You should find that the counts have dropped to the background radiation 

count if the correct sheet is placed in front of the source.

* Radioactive sources must be stored in lead-lined boxes and kept in a metal 

cupboard with a radiation warning label.


Alpha Decay 
If the decay process involves the nucleus ejecting either an alpha or a beta 
particle, the atomic number will change which causes the original element to 
transform into a different one. An example of alpha decay:







The general form of the alpha decay equation is: 

Beta Minus Decay 
An example of beta minus decay:


 

Radiation Ionising power Penetrating 
power

Example of 
range in air

Radiation 
stopped by

alpha strong weak 5-8 cm paper

beta medium medium 500-1000 cm thin aluminium

gamma weak strong virtually infinite thick lead sheet

(balanced equation)

The radioactive isotope radium-222 decays 
to the element radon by the emission of an 
alpha particle. Radon is a radioactive gas that 
also decays by emitting an alpha particle.

The radioactive isotope of carbon, 
carbon-14, decays to form the 
stable isotope of the gas nitrogen 
by emitting a beta particle.

The general form of the beta minus decay equation is:



 

Neutron Decay 
An example of neutron decay:


Gamma Radiation 
Gamma radiation is high-energy electromagnetic radiation. After an unstable 
nucleus has emitted an alpha or beta particle it sometimes has surplus energy. It 
emits this energy as gamma radiation. Gamma rays are pure energy, so they don’t 
have any mass or charge. When a nucleus emits a gamma ray there is no change 
to either the atomic number or the mass number of the nucleus.






